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Abstract

Separation of urine from feces in NoMix toilets bears a large potential for mitigating problems 

associated with the efficient reuse of excreta. A challenge lies in the design of these toilets that 

should maximize the amount of collected urine while at the same time minimizing its mixing with 

flush water that partly spills into the urine collector. We present a novel design idea that takes 

advantage of the so-called tea pot effect, which describes the attachment of liquids to a curved wall 

due to surface tension. This effect is used to efficiently guide the urine along a curved entrance into 

the collector. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations of the two phase (water/urine - air) 

system are carried out on different toilet geometries where we vary the inflow to the urine 

collector. In particular, we investigate two different radial curvatures and two V-profile grooves 

whose combinations result in four toilet geometries that are tested. We demonstrate that the urine 

collection can be dramatically improved by tailoring curvature radius and V-profile grooves, while 

keeping the amount of flush water in the urine collector at a minimum. A reduction to less the 2.5% 

of flush water entering the urine collector could be achieved by implementing a curvature radius of 

15mm and a V-profile groove width of 60mm. The improved geometry’s performance makes it an 

appealing candidate for broad application both in western and developing counties and we 

anticipate that this technology might replace traditional toilet designs in the future. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Closing cycles of resources is getting more and more into the focus of scientific research and industrial 

applications. Similarly, the perception of waste is changing and what used to be declared non-reusable often 

becomes a valuable resource. Both aspects are highly relevant to the sanitation sector, where researchers aim at 

creating an efficient reuse of human excreta. Separating urine, feces, and flush water could minimize entropy in 

the system and open the doors for new technologies allowing a sustainable and economically interesting use of 

human excreta [1,2]. One of the major challenges following this idea is the separation of urine from flush water 

at the source, i.e. the NoMix concept. Urine is a concentrated nutrient solution containing about 90% of the 

nitrogen and 60% of the phosphorus excreted by humans [3]. Without urine, the biological wastewater 

treatment process would be more or less nutrient-balanced or even nutrient-limited [3,4]. This means that with 
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urine separation, simple treatment plants can produce an effluent comparable to the most advanced nutrient 

eliminating treatment plants existing [4]. Many authors have discussed the merits of urine separation for 

recycling nutrients to agriculture, e.g. [1,2,5], and the technical possibilities for urine treatment [6,7]. 

Furthermore, urine contains about two thirds of the pharmaceuticals and hormones ending up in wastewater 

[8]. Increasing awareness of the negative effects of these compounds on aquatic ecosystems will move rational 

decisions towards urine separation [9]. Lienert and Larsen [10,11] have shown that the acceptance of urine 

separation is generally very high, but that practical problems with NoMix toilets drastically decrease the 

readiness of consumers to live with this technology in their own homes. In Switzerland, we found that the most 

important argument for being in favor of urine separation is nutrient recycling [10], and a meta-analysis 

revealed that in Europe about 85% of the surveyed population found a urine-based fertilizer a good idea [11]. 

However, in some countries farmers will only accept a urine-based fertilizer if it is sanitized and free of 

pharmaceuticals and hormones [12]. By now, Swiss authorities have approved a urine-based fertilizer fulfilling 

these requirements for use on all crops [13]. In different settings with NoMix toilets, Rossi et al. [14] estimated 

that with existing urine separating toilets, the recovery of urine was at the most 70-75%, albeit this estimate is 

highly uncertain. One of the problems observed was the malfunctioning of the valves used for avoiding the 

mixing of urine and flush water. The main bottleneck for implementation of urine source separation is thus the 

manufacturing of NoMix toilets, which are at the same time easy to maintain and highly accepted by consumers. 

The toilet discussed in this paper has the potential to meet these criteria because it demands no behavioral 

change from the users and functions without valves or any other moving parts. Given that approximately half of 

all nonrenewable resources (water, energy, and materials) consumed by human activities are used in 

construction [15,16], our waste- and water-efficient toilet design may thus contribute to a more sustainable and 

energy efficient building technology. 

Next to experimental testing, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis has proven a useful tool for 

designing toilet geometries. CFD-analysis reduces the time and cost of prototyping and is a proven method to 

analyse and visualize multiphase flows. It is commonly used to investigate toilet performances and several 

studies have been conducted where toilet flushing was analysed via CFD-simulations [17–19]. 

In this paper we describe a new approach to achieve separation of urine and flush water in an inventive way 

by changing the toilets shape and making use of the so-called teapot effect [20,21]. Hereby, the urine is directed 

around a mild curvature into a urine collector, whereas the flush water detaches at the curvature and flows into 

the bottom outlet of the toilet (Fig. 1). Next to the curvature, we also implement V-shaped surface grooves to 

optimally guide the urine over the curvature. To study the system performance, CFD-analysis were conducted 

via Ansys fluent R [22] simulating the multiphase (liquid-air) flow. We investigate two different radial curvatures 

and two V-profile grooves whose different combination result in four prototypes that are tested. We 

demonstrate that the urine collection is efficient on all four tested geometries and can be maximized with a 

particular choice of curvature radius and grooves, while minimizing the mixing with flush water. 

 



Figure 1: Schematic illustration presenting the general principle of urine separation (demonstrated on Prototype 4). The black 

arrow shows the hypothetical urine flow direction, the blue one the flush water flow-stream. 1 male urine inlet, 2 female urine 

inlet, 3 flush inlet, 4 urine outlet, 5 main outlet 

2 Methodology 

2.1 Prototyping 

The initial set up which constitutes the basis for our investigations consists of a toilet geometry and two tailored 

male and female urine inlets - termed Uromat (Fig. 1). The position and shape of these inlets are the outcome of 

a separate study by EOOS in which they investigated the best model inlet based on thermal imaging of several 

male and female test persons [23]. 

Our novel idea for an efficient urine separation is that the urine is directed over a curvature, which should have 

an adequate radius to guide urine into the urine collector, while flush water should detach. In addition, we 

employ V-profile grooves, channelling the fluid over the curvature (Fig. 2). How strongly a fluid attaches to a 

curvature -known as teapot effect- depends on several parameters such as the curvatures radius, flow velocity, 

film thickness, fluid density and surface tension forces [20,21]. Duez et. al. [20] have demonstrated that the 

critical Weber number, Wec, where a liquid detaches, scales as 

  (1) 

with the radius of curvature of the flow streamlines (R), the radius of curvatures of the spout (ri), the film 

thickness (e0) and the contact angle Θ0 [20]. The physical interpretation of Eq. (1) is that a fluid is less likely to 

detach from a curved boundary (i.e. high Wec), when the curvatures of flow streamlines and spout are large, the 

fluid film is thin, and the surface tension is high. We are incorporating two different V-profile grooves and two 

different radial curvatures (Fig. 2) with the aim of controlling the film thickness and the curvature radius to 

achieve a separation of the more gently flowing urine from the flush water. That is, we aim for close to perfect 

attachment for the urine so that it flows into the urine collector, while flush water conditions should be above 

the critical Weber number and separate from the curvature so that it is diverted into the main outlet. 

 

Figure 2: Different V-profiles (width in [mm]) and curvatures (Radius of curvature in [mm]) that were built into the 

prototypes. Prototype 1 (A+C), Prototype 2 (B+C), Prototype 3 (A+D), Prototype 4 (B+D) 

We analyzed the four resulting geometries (Prototype 1-4) according to their performance with the male and 

female urine flow and the flush. We also constructed a real model of Prototype 3 which was used to validate the 

model results. In the following, the simulation workflow and experimental conditions will be explained in detail. 

2.2 Simulation workflow 

For each of the four prototypes, we used the following workflow: 

1) Create a CAD file containing the geometry (Fig. 3.1) 



2) Create the flow sphere (Fig. 3.2) 

3) Meshing of the flow sphere (Fig. 3.3) 

4) Run the simulation (Fig. 3.4) 

 

2.2.1 CAD files 

All CAD files were designed via Solidworks  

2.2.2 Creation of the simulation sphere 

Since we are interested in the fluid behaviour inside the toilet, only the inner cavity is extracted from the CAD 

file and used as flow domain (for this step we have used the SpaceClaim R software [25]). Hereby we only choose 

the areas of interest and discard all unnecessary regions (Fig. 3) to minimize the computational demand. The 

obtained volume is then transferred for meshing. As the urine does not occupy the same areas as the flush inside 

a toilet, the two cases are treated separately to reduce computational cost. 

2.2.3 Meshing 

An adequate mesh is crucial to the quality of the simulation results. It should therefore be handled with care to 

make sure that it has the right resolution to represent the main physics correctly. Mesh resolution, number of 

inflation layers, captured curvature and other parameters are optimized to obtain a mesh that is able to capture 

the flow behaviour correctly, while keeping the number of elements in the mesh reasonably low. All meshes 

were build via ANSYS Meshing R . The default element size was set to 5mm, with a maximum size of 6mm. The 

minimal defeature size was set to 2mm and curvatures were captured down to 2mm. Although identical 

parameters were chosen for all meshes, due to the changes in geometry, the number of nodes varied from 2·105 

to 2.4·105 resulting in a total number of elements between 5.55·105 and 6.8·105 depending on the geometry (see 

supplementary materials for details). We have made convergence studies for selected cases by refining the 

resolution and verified that the results remained the same. 

We have also focused on inflation layers, which are mesh layers created on the boundary to geometry walls 

(no slip areas) and are used to resolve correctly the velocity transition in this region. We tested 2, 6 and 10 

inflation layers and noted that the boundary layer was represented correctly using 10 inflation layers and 

consequently we used 10 inflation layers for all our simulations. 

2.2.4 Simulation 

The RANS simulations (Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations) were conducted using Ansys fluent R [22]. 

There are numerous models, schemes and parameters that can be selected and adopted. For our simulations we 

used a transient simulation including a Volume of fluid model for multiphase flow as well as the k-epsilon model 

Figure3:IllustrativeexampleoftheworkflowfromtheCADfile 1 overtheflowsphere 2 andthegeneratedmesh 

3 tothesimulationresult 4 onPrototype4(urinemale). 



for turbulence. In addition to these settings, relaxation parameters and time-step/iteration settings were 

adopted. A full report of the selected parameters can be found in the supplementary materials. All four 

prototypes were tested under the same conditions, i.e. each case was tested on two different male and female 

urine flow rates as well as on two different flush rates. Due to the fact, that urine flow rates strongly vary among 

individuals, we decided to work with the worst case scenario (maximum flow rates implemented as a pulse 

wave, i.e. we neglect the sharp rising limb and slower recession limb of a real waveform) and assumed a flow 

rate of 32ml/s for a duration of 5s. The flow rate is on the upper end of peak discharges given in the literature 

[26,27]. The time span of 5s is motivated by our observation from initial tests that a steady state is reached fairly 

quickly and prolonging the duration would not change the main results while costing more computation time. 

We also run simulations with slightly lower flow rate (26ml/s) to prove our hypothesis of better performance at 

lower flow rates. Due to the fact that we prescribe flow velocities and not flow rates as boundary conditions, the 

exact flow rate slightly varies between realizations depending on the meshing at the inlet. The flush water was 

tested on 3.2L and 4L inflow with an flow rate of 1L/s for a duration of 3.2s and 4s, respectively. The flow rate 

was estimated reviewing different cistern flush systems. The initial condition in the toilet is set to zero water 

content and inflow of urine or flush water starts immediately. The simulation time for the flush was set to 8s 

which was long enough to make sure that all liquid reached the outlets. 

Finally, the convergence of residuals is another important aspect of the simulation. In general a fast 

convergence is desired and can be achieved if the mesh and simulation models/parameters are chosen 

adequately. However, even with adequate settings, it can take many iterations for convergence to a desired 

residual value. A time step of 0.1 ms and 10 iterations per time step provided reasonably fast convergence and 

high accuracy. 

2.3 Validation experiments 

To validate the conducted CFD-simulations, experiments were carried out on Prototype 3. For these tests, the 

geometry was build in ceramic and urine flows were introduced via the Uromat [23]. The flow rates were 

adjusted to match the simulations and water was inserted for about 40s via the male/female inlets Fig. 4. 

Subsequently, the fluid entering in the urine collection as well as in the main outlet were quantified by weighting 

the samples. The long inflow duration was chosen to create bigger samples which minimizes the introduced 

weighting error calculating the urine fraction. Each experiment was conducted in triplets and averaged 

(standard variation less then 2%). However, large uncertainties exist due to variations in flow rate (manually 

adjusted), positioning of the Uromat, the sample weighting error, possible impurities of the surface and the fact 

that in real-test urine is not strictly introduced as plug flow (as in the simulation). These errors are very difficult 

to quantify which is why we made an educated guess and assumed an total error of roughly ±10%. 



 

Figure 4: Setup used for real-tests: Prototype 3 in ceramic with Uromat and water supply. 

3 Results 

3.1 Urine separation efficiency 

We first focus on the urine separation efficiency of the four models obtained at specific flow rates that we have 

chosen according to reference values in the literature, i.e. 33 ml/s and 26 ml/s for males and females, 

respectively [26,27]. A summary of the results for male and female and both inlet velocities of the four cases is 

given in Fig. 5 and 6. 

Figure 5 shows a 3D view (center) and a side view (right) of the simulated male urine flow (33ml/s) obtained on 

Prototypes 1-4. It can be observed that the optimisation of tailored curvature radius and V-profile grooves lead 

to a substantial improvement in urine collection. In Prototype 4 the urine is channeled towards the curvature 

and then redirected around the curvature and into the urine collector, while other prototypes show significant 

detachment at the curvature. These detachments result both from small curvature radii (Fig. 5a,c) and high film 

thickness, provoked by a strong channeling of the fluid through the V-profile grooves (Fig. 5b). Both factors 

decrease the critical Weber number (Equation 1) and consequently lead to detachment of the fluid. 



 

Figure 5: Geometries specifications (left), 3D view of liquid volume fraction (centre) and side views (right) of male urine flow 
(33ml/s) in all four prototypes (a-d). All illustrations are at 4.6s into the simulation. 

To quantitatively compare the performance of each prototype, we show results of urine separation for the 

different cases in Fig. 6. The columns illustrate the urine separation for different simulation runs and prototypes, 

where the blue part is the amount of urine that was collected in the urine collector, while the orange part flowed 



into the flush water collector. A very clear improvement in urine separation can be observed from Prototype 1 to 

Prototype 4. This enhancement of performance was achieved by fine-tuning the curvatures radius and the V-

profile grooves which were implemented into the geometries. 

 

Figure 6: Urine separation efficiency of prototypes 1-4 for the different simulation runs. (A) female 25ml/s, (B) female 31ml/s, 
(C) male 27ml/s, (D) male 33ml/s. Data points of real-test on Prototype 3 are shown by the black symbols with corresponding 

error bars. 

3.2 Flush water 

The flush process was tested on all 4 prototypes to quantify the amount of flush water that flows into the urine 

collector and would mix with the urine collected there. Each prototype was tested upon a 3.2L and a 4L flush 

with a common flow intensity of 1L/s. The results are summarized in Fig. 7. Each column represents one flush 

simulation, i.e. 3.2L and 4L, for all four prototypes. The figure shows the percentage of flush water that has 

entered the urine collector. Fig. 7 shows that an increased curvature radius has slightly negative effect on the 

flush-water separation, while the change of V-profile groove shows a negligible impact. Overall less then 2.5% 

(i.e. <100ml for the 4L flush) of flush water were drawn into the urine collector with little variation between 

prototypes which is satisfactory. The slightly lower percentage of separation for lower flow volumes results, as 

flush water is more likely to be drawn into the urine collector at the end of the flush process when flow rates are 

low. 

 

Figure 7: Percentage of flush water that was allocated in the urine collector for the four geometries. 

3.3 Validation experiments 

To validate our CFD-simulations, we conducted experiments on a physical model of Prototype 3. The comparison 

of liquid allocated in the urine collector from real test and simulations is shown in Fig. 6. It shows that the 

simulation results are within the range of real-tests. It can be noticed that the simulations tend to somewhat 

underestimate the separation efficiency. This might be a non-optimal turbulence model or slight differences in 

the experimental setup such as flow rate, positioning of the Uromat or impurities on the surface (pre-wetted, 

grease, dust). 



4 Conclusion 
This study has successfully demonstrated that an efficient NoMix toilet can be designed by making use of the 

teapot effect. By tailoring the curvatures radius and V-profile grooves into the geometry, even at the worst case 

scenario (maximal urine flow rate implemented as a pulse wave), a very efficient urine separation could be 

achieved. With less then 2.5% of flush water entering the urine collector, this technology seems very promising 

and could possibly find broad application. The efficient source separation of urine allows the application of a 

broad range of recycling technologies and builds a further step towards sustainable sanitation systems. 
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Highlights for review: 

 

 Separation of urine from feces in NoMix toilets bears a large potential for mitigating problems 

associated with the efficient reuse of excreta. 

 Acceptance and implementation of NoMix toilets has been limited due to the design of such 

toilets. 

 We present a new design idea that is more likely to be accepted by the consumer since it doesn’t 

require any change of behavior from the user nor does it include any moving parts. 

 We test this design via CFD-simulations and validate the model conducting experiments on a 

physical structure. 

 We achieve very high urine separation with minimal flush water mixing due to tailored design. 
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